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Summary:
Are you one of those internet marketers who faithfully believe that if they could only increas
This is the way most people think. More traffic = higher profits.

But that’s not always true. If it is going to do you any good, it has to be ’targeted’ traffic

Targeted traffic consists of people who are interested in your product or service and would be
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Are you one of those internet marketers who faithfully believe that if they could only increas
This is the way most people think. More traffic = higher profits.

But that’s not always true. If it is going to do you any good, it has to be ’targeted’ traffic

Targeted traffic consists of people who are interested in your product or service and would be

Non-targeted traffic consists of the rest of the world. These individuals are not interested i

Since time and money are valuable resources, don’t waste them trying to promote your site to p

For example, let’s say you want to promote a site called thebeachesofaruba.com and one way you

Now think about which forums you can post in. There are many popular forums that discuss inter

A much more efficient choice would be to find forums that actually discuss Aruba, the Caribbea
Just two more important things to consider:
1. Always read the forum rules before posting. Not all forums allow links to be posted.
2. Do not just write one sentence posts just to get your link posted. That’s considered spam.

Instead, write useful and informative posts that will portray you as an expert on the field. P
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